Maple Class-Year R&1 Growing Strong Roots Long Term Plan
As this an EYFS based class, the staff will be responding to the children’s interest and needs and will be added to during the year. Due to a small number of
Year 1 children being in the class, the teacher will also include the Y1 curriculum for these children and will be guided by the Rowan Class Long Term Plan for
this.
Year A
2020-2021
Theme

Aut 1

Aut2

Spr 1

Spr2

Getting to know you
Seasons

Super heroes

Toys

Getting to know you
School/class rules
Friendships
Looking after our belongings
Self portraits
Name writing
Fine motor skills

PSED

PSED

Traditional Stories
Jack and the Beanstalk
PSED

Managing personal hygiene as
a reminder-‘Super clean’

Work and play cooperatively
and take turns with others.

CL

CL

Seasons
Hedgehogs
Hibernation
Autumn
Hand printing-hedgehogs
Role play
Clay hedgehogs

Reading comp-Supertato
Role play-

PD
P.E
Design them as superhero
Create superhero
Nuts and bolts
Cheerio bird feeders

L
Supertato and the evil peas
RWI-Get writing books

M
Evil pea counting

Listen attentively and respond
to what they hear with
relevant questions, comments
and actions when being read to
and during whole class
discussions and small group
interactions.
Make comments about what
they have heard and ask
questions to clarify their
understanding.
Hold conversation when
engaged in back-and-forth
exchanges with their teacher
and peers.
Lots of talk about toys-old and
new

PD

UW

Big wheeled toys out

Create a nature superherodiscuss the planet (protecting
our environment)

L
Information books about toys

UW

Managing personal hygiene as a
reminder-‘Super clean’
Due to Covid and Lockdown we may
have to cover the following:
Work and play cooperatively and take
turns with others.
Form positive attachments to adults
and friendships with peers.
Show sensitivity to their own and to
others’ needs.

CL
Listen to traditional stories and
understand their features
Re tell a traditional story.

PD
Imagine being Jack and climbing.
Moving like a Giant.
Continue to work on pencil control

L
Jack and the Beanstalk
RWI-Get writing books
Write their own version of J and B

M

Sum1

Sum2

Maple Class-Year R&1 Growing Strong Roots Long Term Plan
Science-Ice investigation-Evil
peas

EAD
Create Super veggies. Plan,
design, make.
Introduce glue gun.

Computing
Gooseberry planet-Online
safety

Talk about the lives of the
people around them and their
roles in society.-Types of toys
they may have had.
Know some similarities and
differences between things in
the past and now, drawing on
their experiences and what has
been read in class. Modern
toys have a lot of electronics.
Made of plastics.

Grow a bean and measure once a
week.

UW

Computing

Explore the natural world around
them, making observations and
drawing pictures of animals and
plants.-Signs of spring
Know some similarities and
differences between the natural
world around them and contrasting
environments, drawing on their
experiences and what has been read
in class. Understand some important
processes and changes in the natural
world around them, including the
seasons and changing states of
matter.-Grow beans for J and B.

Gooseberry planet-Online
safety

EAD

EAD
Make their own toys -spinners
/ cup and ball choosing the
correct materials and tools to
make them.

Invent, adapt and recount narratives
and stories with peers and their
teacher. Sing a range of well-known
nursery rhymes and songs. Perform
songs, rhymes, poems and stories
with others, and (when appropriate)
try to move in time with music.

Computing
Gooseberry planet-Online safety

